
After the pandemic: Open brief

‘Refresh Glasgow’



Background
Part 1:



The Brief



After the pandemic: Open brief

How do we take the ‘After the Pandemic’ summer school concept further?  

What if there was an initiative on a Governmental/Council level where these ideas can become a reality and the wider 
Glasgow community can become involved? A positive movement towards a new Glasgow - focussed on economic, 

social and environmental change. Council websites are often overloaded with information but lacking in inspiration.

Brand a Council led initiative which encourages the wider Glasgow community to help create a new, better Glasgow 
- Reimagining the way the public interact with council services through these kind of initiatives. 



The problem
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Information but what about inspiration?



Council websites are generally overloaded with information and links. Although it is necessary to have this information for the public, what if we rethink the 
hierarchy of information? For example on the Glasgow Council website the first link is for Council tax - an immediate negative connotation (from the user/
member of public perspective). If you scroll down to the bottom of the home page the ‘News and events’ section has positive content about green initiatives 
like Nextbike. What if these initiatives (and those being designed in ‘After the pandemic’) can be the focus that catches the attention of the public? Of course 
it still needs to be just as easy to find information about council tax/benefits/schools etc but it can also inspire the people of Glasgow and make them want 
to be involved in positive initiatives that help drive change.

The Council website is very unwelcoming and uninspiring. Where are the images?! This new initiative can go hand in hand with a refresh of the website......



The London City Council website is a good example of how the focus is on positive change for the city. From the header subnavigation and on the home page you 
can get involved in various initiatives. The design of the website is also more inspiring and encourages the people of London to get more involved. On the other 
hand it’s not as clear where you pay your Council tax/claim benefits etc but here the focus is on ‘Let’s make London better together’. There needs to be a 
balance between the two.

Why not use the same design thinking for Glasgow? 
 



Concept & Inspiration
Part 2:



Key words



empowering
inspiring

community driven
inclusive
modern
exciting

fresh

This new initiative should be:



Design style



The concept would be to almost do the complete opposite of what people 
would expect to see from the Council in terms of the graphic style...

Bold graphic elements, vibrant colours with strong contrast, bold type.

We want to capture the attention of the public and give a positive feeling.

The message should be about positive change for everyone and this
should come across strongly in the look and feel.

Visual style moodboard



Design concept
Part 3:







Combining the graphic arrow element with bold colour blocks gives a super bold contrast to the images of derelict or gray/dull Glasgow. The refresh arrow passes from the derelict image to bold colour. Old to new.





Rethinking the way the council promotes these initiatives
- whilst still making it easy to find information about

council tax, benefits, parking etc...



Rethinking the Council website - emphasising these kind of initiatives

Home page mockup

Home page mockup - mobile



Rethinking the Council website - emphasising these kind of initiatives

Home page mockup

Home page mockup - mobile

Showcasing initiatives &
positive information in
home page slider

First 5 icons are ‘positive’
but ‘Council tax’ is still
just as easy to find.

Clicking the icon quick
scrolls down the page 
where the listed info
(like on current site)
can be easily found.

On mobile the same quick scroll
after click idea would work - so
the listed info is still right there
on the home page it’s just that
you don’t even have to scroll 
manually to find it.....

Here would be a drop down menu with all of the listed parts of each 
section and sub section (eg Council tax - Housing benefit)

The ‘Refresh Glasgow’ visual style is quite O.T.T so it
really stands out and is visually different from what the 
user would maybe expect from the Council website.

Using the GCC brand colours even the icons could 
be a bit more playful like this



Rethinking the Council website 

Home page mockup

Home page mockup - mobile

White space, fresher icon style and hierarchy of info can already make the Council website much more approachable and welcoming. There can be a balance between information and inspiration.



Refresh Glasgow - within the Council website 

Refresh Glasgow page mockup



Refresh Glasgow - within the Council website 

Refresh Glasgow page mockup

Hover over tile for project
name/location, clicking opens
project. Could even open in
lightbox so always within this
page/view.

The mobile site could be more 
like an app where the user can
use the map/get alerts based on 
their location etc.

Social media can follow the 
same visual style and tone 
of voice. Still informative but 
more playful & creative.

People can also get involved 
and share their ideas with
the hash tag #RefreshGlasgow

Bold colours, graphic elements
and positive tone of voice
gives life and energy to the
council website and can
change the way people feel.

Other initiatives can be found here as well.
Rather than all linking to different sites they
could all be contained within the Council website
- depending how complicated it becomes....



“I want to check the Council website to see if there are any
interesting new initiatives I can get involved in”

user experience & journey



Council website - (rough) example of user journey: Looking for green initiative to get involved in

Because there is no primary/header navigation it’s very easy to get lost on the Council website...and the lack of visuals means you can 
end up scrolling through loads of pages which each have loads of different text links. At some points links will take you to another 
section of the website, which then has more links taking me to another section of the website. It’s easy to go around in circles.

There are also links to external sites, articles, reports etc which cause the same problem. If it is easier to find these initiatives - and 
they are under the umbrella of the Council - would more people get involved?



Council website with Refresh Glasgow - example of user journey: Looking for green initiative to get involved in

There’s no doubt that a lot of people visit the Council website out of necessity and often not for positive reasons. Even if people aren’t looking to get involved in an initiative like Refresh Glasgow, it gives new life and energy. If these initiatives 
are one or two clicks from the home page it is much easier to get people involved and excited. Containing them within the Council website makes it easy to navigate back and forth. If there was to be an app developed or if people want to 
check out the social media then they can be linked to external sites...

one or two clicks away compared to endless confusion and circling/leaving the site



- Encouraging & inspiring the people of Glasgow to get involved
- Positive branding, positive messaging: capturing public attention

- Strong graphic elements, colours & type which become recognisable
- Approachable and inclusive style (not too ‘artsy’ or minimalistic)

- Council initiative but visual style & communication is fresh & unexpected

- Rethinking the way the public uses the Council website & services
- Making it easier to find positive initiatives in one place online
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